Brewer – The Market Brew House – Reims
CDI – Full Time
Charles Wells has been a family brewery for over 140 years. In addition to brewing lip
smacking English ales, our Company also runs English pubs. Fifteen of our Pubs are located
in France in Paris, Toulouse, Bordeaux, La Rochelle, Lille, Lyon and Montpellier. Our objective
is to open more Pubs to have a wider presence in France with a target of 20 Pubs in 2020.
The Pub in Reims will be the 16th member of CHARLES WELLS France Pub Family.

For the first time at CHARLES WELLS France, the Pub will be equipped with a Micro
Brewery.
What you will be doing:

As a brewer, you are the reference person in the Pub for brewing and sharing your expertise
of our wonderful products with Guests and Staff through tastings and trainings.
Your main responsibilities:

Beers:
- You manage the cellar
- You Train newcomers on beer products and beer equipment
- You organize a Beer Tasting every month for the team, training your colleagues to
correctly describe a specific beer in French and / or in English.
- You make sure that the Line Cleaning is done every 7 days
Brewing:
- You brew beer every week
- You ensure the quality and microbiological control of the beer brewed on site
- You supervise the maintenance and cleaning of the brewing equipment
Tastings:
- You lead sales demonstration with our customers once or twice a week
(demonstration, tasting, manufacturing)
- You lead training / discovery sales demonstration for our teams on demand
Bartending :
- You also serve clients and support Management team as and when required
What we are looking for:

We are looking for a candidate passionate about Beer ready to share their expertise with
Guests and colleagues.
The candidate is required to display a relevant experience in a Pub and/or Brewery.
Fluency in English and French is required.
Package :

Salary depending on experience
Depending on the profile of the candidate the role can include Management Duties
How to apply :
To apply for this position please forward a covering letter and your CV to:
careers.france@charleswells.co.uk.

